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Abstract: Due to the advance of information technology and the widely-used social network on Internet, research is being done in an open environment. While the researchers may share the published research achievements in paper format, it’s essential for the research groups to find the potential academic collaboration chance between them and the large scale academic social network. This article is to present our solution to find the chance of academic collaboration between different research groups in such an open research community. A prototype has been made and the core algorithms and an experiment with main interfaces are introduced.
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INTRODUCTION

Facilitated by the advance of information technology and the widely used Internet (Memon et al., 2007), research is being done in an open environment which we name it “research community” in this article. While, blog (Lin et al., 2007), Wikipedia, E-Learning systems (Fiadhi and Mohammed, 2003; Jayanthi et al., 2007) and professional search engines (Curran, 2004; Bal and Nath, 2010) provide plenty information for research, researchers could share achievements together and they look forward for efficient collaborative innovation between them (Wu and Zeng, 2009).

Collaborative innovation begins when universities and industries come together to solve problems and/or develop customer-centric solutions that are beyond the scope, scale or capabilities of the individual universities or companies. Collaborative innovation has been paid great attention by different domains during these year, people establish the networks and centers for collaborative innovation (Gloor, 2006; Venkatesh, 2006; McDaniel, 2003; Klein et al., 2006).

Gloor (2006) introduced “Swarm Creativity”, a Collaborative Innovation Network. He recognized Collaborative Innovation Network as a cyber-team of self-motivated people with a collective vision, enabled by technology to collaborate in achieving a common goal innovation by sharing ideas, information and work. He explained the traits that characterize the network members and their behavior. His solutions include creation of self-motivated teams, collective vision, enabled by technology, common goal and sharing of ideas, information and work.

Zhu et al. (2006) introduced role-based collaboration model E-CARGO for collaboration. He suggested to establishing the development/business environment as a role net. Each role provides certain services and applies certain services in the proposed role net. His solutions to build a more efficient collaborative system includes regarding roles as agent dynamics in multi-agent systems, reducing the impact of role transfer in emergency management systems.

The collaborative innovation with business partners, customers, consultants, associations and even competitors have many benefits such as access to markets and customers, higher quality, sharing of risk, financial and intellectual benefits, reduction in technology gap quickly, leveraging of shared infrastructure, significant scale, faster time-to-market and time-to-revenue and increased customer loyalty (Venkatesh, 2006). However, the pitfalls are also significant which include:

• “Not invented here” syndrome
• Co-ordination failure
• Risk perception
• Opportunism and monitoring costs

In this study, the authors focus the research on establishing stronger relationship between other research groups with similar interest. The authors view the research community as a social network which made of research groups. Within each research group, the researchers are connected by similar interest and domain knowledge. The authors will propose a model to value the similarity of research interest between two artifacts and then determine the similarity of research
interest between every two groups by analyzing the similarity of their artifacts. After that, collaboration graph will be generated and used to illustrate the research similarity between different research groups, high value relationship denotes large similarity between the two groups and low value denotes a small similarity between the two groups. Finally, the possible chance of academic collaboration can be found out so as to make the research activities more efficient.

There are some researches related to academic social network. For example, Tang et al. (2007) proposed a unified approach consisting relevant page identification, preprocessing and tagging, to capture the online academic information and generate the social network of the authors with a few academic relationship (Tang et al., 2007, 2008; Wang et al., 2010), ArnetMiner system was established on the basis of their proposed work. Strafe (2010) analyzed the online social networks including the voluntarily maintained and automatically exploitable databases of personal profile, with the analysis on a period of three months, the evaluation indicates that there is a strong relation between both the number of accepted contacts and the diligence of updating contacts versus the frequency of requests for a profile, while the overall activity, gender and participation span of users have no significant impact on the profile's popularity (Strafe, 2010). Considering an academic social network may help students to share commons academic interests, preferences, profiles and their historical studies, Jorge and Porfirio (2010) proposed an idea of building a social network for assisting European students in the personalization of their studies plans especially organizing their mobility issues.

While, most of the above research on academic social network focus on the individual expert finding, knowledge sharing and popularity gaining. This study regarding each academic research as the collaboration work of a group of expertise and it has struggled to find out more collaboration chance so as to enhance or extend the achieved research. The main difference of present research work between others’ work is that it don’t demonstrate the available relationship between researchers but it has explored the possibility of the research collaboration so that the research groups may find out the best partners with our research result.

DEFINITION OF RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT

To make the proposal more easily to be understood, in this study, we consider research environment as self-motivated environment contain private research groups and open research community containing the journals, conference, blogs, Wikipedia and other published source, as which is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Each research group may have several research interests and may have published a set of articles to the open research community. The research groups know the articles published by other groups but know little about the detail interests the other groups had. It’s essential for the groups to find out more collaboration chance to benefit their current research.

In order to find the collaborative chance between different research groups, the similar research interest should be identified and the research interests with largest similarity will be suggested to be a collaboration chance between two groups. Because the research interests may not be opened to others, they must be determined by the analyzing on the published articles. In such way, research interest, academic article, research group should be defined in present research.

Definition 1 research interest: A research interest is a research direction belongs to a research group, it is defined as ri:=<id, dms, goals, key words>, where:

- id is the identification of the research interest
- dms is a set of domains the research group is working on
- Goals is a set of goals the research group wants to achieve in the research work
- Key words is a set of key words contained in related papers

Definition 2 academic article: An academic article is the achievement published by a research group. It is defined as aa:=<id, dm, goal, achievement, title, abstract, key words, reference>, where:

- id is the identification of the academic article
- dm is the domain which the article is focused
- Goal is the research goal of the article
- Achievement is the achievements made by the work introduced in the article, which includes methodology, practice, framework, prototype, system and algorithms
- Title is the title of the concrete paper
- Abstract is the abstract of the concrete paper
- Key words is the a set of key words listed in the concrete paper
- References is a serial of references listed in the concrete paper

Definition 3 research group: A research group contains a set of research members and has several research
interests and published articles. It is defined as \textit{rg.} = \langle id, name, ris, aas, members\rangle, where:

- id is the identification of the research group
- Name is the name of the group
- ris is a set of research interests of the group
- aas is a set of academic articles published by the group
- Members refers to the staff of the group

**CORE ALGORITHMS FOR COLLABORATION CHANCE FINDING**

To find the collaboration chance, we need to calculate the similarity of the published articles and determine the most suitable research collaboration between different research groups. Here, the related algorithms will be designed to calculate the similarity of the text, the article and determine the most valuable research collaboration for group pairs.

**Procedure of text similarity calculation:** Since, there are many text similarity algorithms published with different accuracy (Sebastini, 2002; Bedi and Chawla, 2007; Hasany \textit{et al.}, 2010; Chinthlee \textit{et al.}, 2010), the authors only state the procedure of the text similarity calculation without detailing the algorithms. The entire procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The dictionary will be loaded at first; a part of text will be segmented in words according to dictionary. The frequency of the word will then be calculated. The weights of words are pre-defined in the dictionary so that we could summarize the value of word together with the frequency as the similarity of the part of text.

**Algorithm for article similarity calculation:** Input: Article1, Article2; Factors // Two published articles to be compared. Factors are the adjust factors to the different parts of the article.

Output: \textit{SV_article} //the similarity of the two articles

\begin{verbatim}
Fetch title1, abstract1, key words1 and reference1 from article1.
Fetch title2, abstract2, key words2 and reference2 from article2.
SV_title = text Similarity (title1, title2);  
SV_abstract = text Similarity (abstract1, abstract2);  
SV_key words = text Similarity (key words1, key words2);  
num_of_ref1 = num_of_ref2 = 0;  
FOR(each iref1 in reference1)  
    num_of_ref1 = num_of_ref1+1;  
FOR(each iref2 in reference2)  
    num_of_ref2 = num_of_ref2+1;  
min_num_of_ref = min(num_of_ref1, num_of_ref2);  
same_ref = similar_ref = 0;  
FOR(each iref1 in reference1)  
    FOR(each iref2 in reference2)  
        IF(test Similarity (iref1, iref2) = 1)  
            same_ref = same_ref + 1;
        ELSEIF (test Similarity (iref1, iref2) = lowest Boundary)  
            similar_ref = similar_ref + 1;  
SV_reference = (same_ref + similar_ref) * min_factor_ref/ min_num_of_ref;  
SV_article = SV_title * factor_title  
+ SV_abstract * factor_abstract  
+ SV_key words * factor_key words  
+ SV_reference * factor_reference;
\end{verbatim}
This algorithm calculates the similarity of reference different from the similarity calculation of title, abstract and key words. Fetch title, abstract, key words and reference from article can be automatically operated but is manually input in our prototype. The function text Similarity is the algorithm to calculate the similarity of two texts. Regarding the reference similarity calculation, different articles published by the same authors can be considered but is not realized in the prototype.

To be mentioned, the key words similarity can also be calculated as that of reference. The entire procedure of the article similarity calculation is stated as Fig. 3.

After the article similarity has been calculated, the largest similarity article-pair can be calculated for each research group pair. The related research topic and research interests can be considered as the research chance between two research groups. Of course, the lowest boundary should be defined so as to remove the unnecessary research collaboration. Besides, when there are several similar research interests between the research group pair, we should reduce the granularity of research group down to research group and research interests.

**EXPERIMENT AND PROTOTYPE**

**Text and article similarity calculation:** The authors have realized the algorithms of text similarity and article similarity calculation and developed a prototype for them.

The following screen snapshots illustrate the article similarity calculations.

Figure 4 demonstrates two articles with low similarity, there is little similar between the title, abstract, key words and references of two papers. While Fig. 5 demonstrates two high relevant papers with high similarity, the similarity value of title, abstract, key words and references shows significant high similarity between two papers.

**Academic research groups and papers selection:** On the basis of article similarity evaluation, the shared interest between two research groups can be identified with the comparison of the articles published by both groups.

In order to avoid the possible impact to the other research groups, here we only collect some papers from our group and another group with good relationship while the references to their papers has been permitted in this research. The papers may be gotten from the online digital libraries such as IEEE and ACM.
Fig. 3: The entire procedure of article similarity calculation

Fig. 4: Article similarity calculation (example for two low similarity articles)
Fig. 5: Article similarity calculation (example for two high similarity articles)

Two categories of papers published by the authors have been collected in the experiment. One category (considered as the first research group) is talking about the collaboration which contains the papers in reference (Xu, 2008a, b, 2009) talking about the collaborative online learning and the paper in reference (Pan and Xu, 2010) talking about the collaborative innovation training to undergraduate and master students, as well as a paper in reference (Xu et al., 2008) talking about collaborative design. Another category (considered as the third research group) contains the papers talking about sensor network, including a paper (Hu and Xu, 2006) talking about on-demanding information acquisition from sensor network and a paper (Ling and Xu, 2006) talking about reducing energy usage with a special monitoring protocol, the paper (Chen and Xu, 2006) proposing an efficient protocol for temperature monitoring and a study (Xu and Hu, 2008) presents automatic framework for energy saving in sensor network.

Some papers have been selected to serve as another academic group papers (considered as the second research group), including the paper of Zhu and Zhou (2008a) introduced the problems related to role transfer and the solution, the paper of Zhu and Zhou (2008b) surveyed the roles in information systems, the paper of Zhu et al. (2006) suggested using role in software development and the paper of Zhu and Zhou (2006) established a kernel mechanisms for role-based collaboration.

**Shared interest analysis:** Currently we didn’t adapt an automatic information acquisition method to capture the
title, abstract, key words and references from the selected papers. All the information was collected manually from the selected papers and generated into corresponding structured XML files.

We evaluate the similarity of the papers between Group 1 and 2, between Group 1 and 3, between Group 2 and 3 as well. Table 1-3 demonstrate the results of all these evaluations.

All those similarity value greater than or equal to a certain value (here is 0.7 in this study) has been selected in pairs and the common key words shared by the paired

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Similarity evaluation between Group 1 and 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Similarity evaluation between Group 2 and 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Similarity evaluation between Group 1 and 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Shared Interests between Group 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1</th>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 2</th>
<th>Article 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service oriented programming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 2</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
<td>Distance education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

papers are selected as the shared interests. Table 4 lists the shared interests between Group 1 and 2.

Beyond the out expectation, there are also shared research interests between Group 2 and 3 and between Group 1 and 3 as well as what is demonstrated in Table 5 and Table 6.

The shared interests capturing has been realized in the prototype and Fig. 6 shows the founded shared interests and the related papers between Group 1 and 2.
Fig. 8: Collaboration chance indicated in the academic social network

Table 5: Shared Interests between Group 2 and Group 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article 1</td>
<td>Information system</td>
<td>Role transfer, agent system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Shared Interests between Group 1 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 3</th>
<th>Article 1</th>
<th>Article 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article 5</td>
<td>Collaborative learning system</td>
<td>Knowledge based learning action analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, shared research interest has been founded between Group 1 and 3, as which is shown in Fig. 7 and between Group 2 and 3. As, both interfaces are similar, here we only demonstrate the interface of the Group 2 and 3 as the example.

After all the shared interests have been founded between academic research groups, the research collaboration chance can be indicated with the value of the research interest sharing.

**Academic collaboration chance diagram:** Figure 8 demonstrates the collaboration chance between Group 1 and 2. With such collaboration chance indication, the academic research groups may easily find the potential research colleague, share their research achievement and extend the available research capability with other research groups with shared research interests.

**DISCUSSION AND STATUS OF RESEARCH**

While most researchers focus on establishing the personal social network for academic community, this study indicates the potential research collaboration chance based on the analysis of published research papers. The proposal can be adopted by other researchers in the established academic social network so as to enhance the capability of social network evolution.

However, the weakness of this paper is the algorithms ignore the authors who published the research papers. As, the research work should be done by the collaboration of the researcher in the groups, the collaboration will be definitely easier when there are some shared researchers between the research groups. As someone may find from the experiment in this study, the author H. Zhu is both a co-author in the study,
Yu et al. (2009) which belong to research Group 1 and corresponding author in the paper Zhu and Zhou (2006, 2008a, b) and Zhu et al. (2006) which belong to research Group 2. The authors are considering enhancing the collaboration chance value when there are shared researchers in the consequent research. Meanwhile, B. Xu is one of the authors of the papers belong to Group 1 and 3. As a result, there is shared research interest between Group 1 and 3. However, to predict the possible shared research interests indicated by the relationship between co-authors falls outside the scope of this paper.

Currently, we are going to develop a framework with the involved algorithms and would like to try it in finding the possible research collaboration between several groups in computer science. The issues related to share researcher between groups will be studied in further research.

CONCLUSION

The advantage and issues of collaborative innovation has been introduced and academic research chance has been studied in this study. This study presents a method to find out the shared research interests between different research groups to make it easy for the research groups to find out the potential collaboration. Research environment has been modeled and the core concepts have been defined, several core algorithms have been introduced or detail stated. A prototype has been developed to introduce the features of this study. Some interfaces of an experiment have been presented to make the research more readable.
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